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Abstract: In order to study the mechanism of the tail swing of the bionic dolphin, a flexible tail 
experimental device based on a steering engine was developed. This study was focused on the com-
mon three joint steering gear and its use in a bionic dolphin tail swing mechanism, and it was found 
that the bionic dolphin driven by the steering gear had the problem of excessive stiffness. In order 
to solve this problem, we designed a bionic dolphin tail swing mechanism. The tail swing mecha-
nism was designed rationally through the combination of a steering gear drive and two flexible 
spines. Analysis of kinematic and dynamic modeling was further completed. Through simulation 
using, the research on the bionic dolphin tail swing mechanism was verified. Experiments showed 
that the swing curve formed by the steering gear-driven bionic dolphin tail swing mechanism with 
two flexible spines fit the real fish body wave curve better than the original bionic dolphin tail swing 
mechanism. 
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1. Introduction 
With the continuous progress and development of science and technology, human 

demand for natural resources is rising sharply. Land resources are gradually being de-
pleted, and there are abundant resources in the ocean, but most of the marine resources 
have not been developed due to technological limitations [1–4]. In order to develop abun-
dant marine resources, many countries have developed various underwater vehicles [5]. 

The natural conditions of the seabed are relatively harsh, so there are higher perfor-
mance requirements for the development of underwater vehicles. In order for underwater 
vehicles to move in the narrow and long area of the seabed, they must have high flexibility 
and fast swimming speed [6,7]. Therefore, the development of high-performance under-
water vehicles has become a goal pursued by all countries. 

In nature, fish have undergone screening and elimination by natural laws and 
evolved a reasonable and ingenious body structure, which can greatly reduce the re-
sistance of the fluid. The swimming ability of fish is almost perfect, so they are a good 
research object. Therefore, bionic robot fish technology has developed very rapidly, and 
the energy utilization rate and propulsion performance have gradually been improved. 
This technology was initially used to detect seabed conditions and oil pipelines in the 
process of offshore oil exploitation. It was later used for underwater exploration, water 
quality sampling and ocean current detection, and has even been used for the completion 
of military tasks, such as surveillance and reconnaissance, mine sweeping and communi-
cation, underwater intelligence collection, etc. Biomimetic robotic fish have potential ad-
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vantages in terms of concealment and mobility compared with propeller-based technolo-
gies, which grant them a broader underwater application value. However, the propulsion 
efficiency is still far from the level of real fish [8]. 

Compared with fish, dolphins have better swimming abilities, propulsion efficiency, 
and swimming speed. The reason is that, on the one hand, they have a special drag reduc-
tion mechanism and, on the other hand, they rely on the tail swing to provide enough 
thrust to produce a high swimming speed. Bionic dolphins have thus become ideal re-
search objects [9–11]. 

Therefore, the bionic dolphin could be an underwater vehicle with good propulsion 
performance, based on the real dolphin and its flexible tail propulsion mechanism as a 
reference. Developing this technology would mean not only fully learning from the move-
ment mechanism of the real fish body wave and the tail fin swing in organic coordination, 
but it also exploring the method and movement characteristics of bionic dolphins in order 
to simulate the various movement modes of real dolphins. 

Furthermore, on this basis, an underwater vehicle that integrates high efficiency, 
speed, and intelligence could be developed and manufactured. This kind of underwater 
vehicle could be used not only for underwater exploration, search and rescue missions, 
water detection, and biological observation, but also for military research [12,13]. 

This study mainly investigated the curve fitting of the tail swing of a bionic dolphin. 
A bionic dolphin tail swing mechanism was designed and its kinematic and dynamic 
modeling were analyzed. The tail swing curve of the bionic dolphin was fitted through 
joint simulation in Adams and Matlab software. Then, the rationality of the designed bi-
onic dolphin tail swing mechanism with two flexible spines is verified through experi-
ments. 

2. Design of Flexible Tail Structure of Bionic Dolphin Driven by Steering Gear 
This section is divided into two parts. The tail swing mechanism uses three swing 

steering gears to drive three active joints, with each pair of active joints containing two 
driven joints, and two polyurethane rods are used to connect each joint in series. A sym-
metrical crescent shaped caudal fin is adopted in the structure design of the bionic dolphin 
caudal fin. 

2.1. Tail Swing Mechanism Design 
When a dolphin is swimming, its main source of power is the up and down swing of 

its tail muscles, so the ratio of the total length of the tail swing to the whole body length 
should be considered in the design process. This ratio not only affects the swimming effi-
ciency and speed of the bionic dolphin, but also its mobility. The mobility of the bionic 
dolphin increases with the increase of this ratio [14,15]. 

In addition, the number of tail joints affects the flexibility of the tail: the higher the 
number of tail joints, the better the flexibility of the tail. The bionic dolphin tail swing 
mechanism designed is shown in Figure 1. It includes three swing steering gears, nine 
swing joints, and two flexible spines. The function of the flexible spine is to provide sup-
port for the swing of the dolphin’s tail joints. In addition, the flexible spine is elastic and 
can also play a role in energy storage. When the bionic dolphin is starting or accelerating, 
it stores excess energy in the flexible spine of each joint. When it enters a stable operation 
stage, the energy stored in the flexible spine is released, which can improve the energy 
utilization rate and endurance of the bionic dolphin [16]. 
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Figure 1. Bionic dolphin flexible tail swing mechanism. 

The flexible spine is very important for the swing of the bionic dolphin tail. The flex-
ible spine must meet the requirements of a circular cross-section, flexible body, and 
curved deformation under force [17]. According to the above conditions, there are the 
following choices for flexible spine materials: 
1. Spring: Spring has good elasticity and flexibility. However, it is difficult to control 

the spring when it deforms in the axial direction; 
2. Silicone tube: The elasticity of silicone tube is good, but its flexibility is insufficient, 

and it is easy to break; 
3. Polyurethane rod: Polyurethane rod is a new type of polymer material with good 

elasticity and flexibility. When the polyurethane rod deforms, the axial deformation 
is small and easy to control. 
Therefore, the flexible spine material of the bionic dolphin’s tail is a polyurethane 

rod. 
The segmental constant curvature method is used to analyze the flexible spine. The 

flexible spine is divided into 𝑛 small arcs. The bending posture of each central arc is de-
termined by the following parameters: The radius of curvature 𝑟 , curvature angle 𝜃 , and 
plane angle Φ . The flexible spine is assumed to be in the same plane when bending, there 
is Φ =0°. The coordinate system is 𝑜 − 𝑥 𝑦 𝑧  and 𝑜 − 𝑥 𝑦 𝑧  on the small arc of 
segment 𝑖. The schematic diagram is shown in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2. Flexible fish body segmented constant curvature model. 

There are two satellite coordinate systems in the upper and lower planes respectively. 
The origin of the coordinates is the intersection 𝑜  and 𝑜  of the central arc and the 
upper and lower planes. The 𝑧  and 𝑧  axis remain tangent to the central arc, and the 
directions are consistent with the section’s directions. The 𝑦  and 𝑦  coincide with the 
upper and lower sections respectively. The directions of the 𝑥  and 𝑥  axis are judged 
by the right-hand rule. The input variable is the steering angle 𝑞. The intermediate varia-
bles are the three central arcs of the flexible spine. The output variable is the pose 𝑝 of the 
central arc of the flexible spine. The relationship among them is shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. The mapping relationship of each group of variables. 

There are two types of joints in the tail of the bionic dolphin. The joints directly con-
nected to the steering gear are called active joints. The joints not directly connected to the 
steering gear are called driven joints. There are three active joints and six driven joints. 
The driven joints are fixed to the flexible spine by bolts. The oval joints are evenly distrib-
uted on the two flexible spine. Its shape is an ellipse. The size of the oval joint increases 
from the tail to the head which can make the tail of the bionic dolphin closer to the shape 
of the real dolphin. 

When the three steering gears at the bionic dolphin’s tail move, the active joints are 
forced to generate a bending moment and drive the flexible spine to bend. As shown in 
Figure 4, different numbers of driven joints produce different bending curves. When there 
is no driven joint, the generated curve is a broken line in Figure 4a. When three driven 
joints are added on the basis of the three active joints, the curve formed during the tail 
swing in Figure 4b is gradually closer to the fish body wave curve of the real dolphin 
movement. When six driven joints are added on the basis of the three active joints, the tail 
swing curve of the bionic dolphin in Figure 4c is very close to the body wave curve of the 
real dolphin.  

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 4. Schematic diagram of different numbers of joints: (a) three joints of the dolphin tail; (b) six 
joints of the dolphin tail; (c) nine joints of the dolphin tail. 

Therefore, the number of driven joints at the tail of the bionic dolphin is selected as 
six by considering the swing space of the tail. The physical map is shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Physical picture of nine joints of dolphin’s tail. 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8—swing fishtail follower joint. 
3, 6, 9—swing fishtail active joint. 

2.2. Bionic Dolphin Tail Fin Structure Design 
The typical shape of the tail fin of the tuna family mainly includes two kinds of cres-

cent-shaped tail fin and crooked tail. The tail fin of a dolphin belongs to the crescent-
shaped tail fin [18]. The symmetrical crescent-shaped tail fin has its own advantages. It 
not only has a relatively large spread, but also has a blunt arc-shaped front edge and a 
relatively sharp rear edge, which will cause front-edge suction. This shape greatly reduces 
the resistance of water to it when it swims in the water. In addition, the symmetrical cres-
cent-shaped tail fin also helps to balance the force in the vertical direction. It makes the 
dolphins more stable in the vertical direction while swimming in the water [19]. The struc-
ture design of the caudal fin adopts a symmetrical crescent-shaped caudal fin. The param-
eter diagram is shown in Figure 6. 

 
Figure 6. Parameters of the bionic dolphin’s tail fin. 

Several important parameters of the tail fin determine the propulsion and efficiency 
of the bionic dolphin’s tail fin. Therefore, the value range of these parameters must be 
strictly controlled when designing the shape of the tail fin. These reasonable parameters 
can make the designed bionic dolphin achieve a good swimming effect [20]. Several de-
sign parameters of the tail fin are shown below. 
• Aspect ratio 𝑅. The aspect ratio mainly affects the efficiency of the swing and pro-

pulsion of the bionic dolphin's tail, and its calculation formula is shown in Equation 
(1). The aspect ratio of the tail fin of different species is slightly different, and the 
aspect ratio of the dolphin is between 4.5 and 7.2. Through considering the relation-
ship between the propulsion efficiency and the propulsion force, the aspect ratio of 
the bionic dolphin is selected as 5.6. 𝑅 = 𝑏 /𝑆  (1)

where 𝑏 is the tail fin spread in millimeters and 𝑆  is the caudal fin area in square 
millimeters. 

• Swept angle 𝛽. In theory, it can be known that the sharper the trailing edge of the 
tail fin, the easier it is for the tail vortex to fall off. While the bionic dolphin is swim-
ming, the drag on the tail fin decreases as 𝛽 decreases. Through considering the 
shape of the actual dolphin tail fin and the tail fin’s area, the value of the swept angle 
is selected as 24°. 
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• Tail fin’s stiffness 𝐸. As the stiffness increases, the propulsion efficiency and propul-
sion force generated by the tail fin swing are greater. Because the designed tail fin 
shape is a curved shape, it was decided to use 3D printing technology to process it. 
The material used for the tail fin is photosensitive resin, which has very high strength 
and rigidity. But the disadvantage is that the cost is relatively high. 

• Strouhal number 𝑆  . This parameter affects the motion posture of the dolphin’s tail 
wake, and its specific formula is shown in Equation (2). When the propulsion effi-
ciency is the highest, it is between 0.3 and 0.4. 𝑆 = 𝑓𝐴 /𝑈 (2)

where f  is the caudal fin swing frequency around the sagittal axis in Hertz, 𝐴  is 
the trailing edge swing of caudal fin in millimeters and 𝑈 is the average speed of 
fish in meters per second. 
The three-dimensional structure of the biomimetic bionic dolphin tail fin is shown in 

Figure 7a, and the real object is shown in Figure 7b. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 7. Schematic diagram of tail fin structure: (a) 3D model of caudal fin; (b) real picture of the 
caudal fin. 

3. Kinematic Analysis and Swing Curve Simulation of Bionic Dolphin Tail Mecha-
nism Driven by Servos 

This section is divided into kinematic analysis and swing curve simulation of the 
bionic dolphin tail mechanism. Through analyzing the energy conversion process of the 
tail swing of the bionic dolphin and applying the kinetic energy mapping principle, the 
relationship between the swimming speed and the tail servos was calculated. The three 
factors of the tail servos are swing amplitude, frequency, and phase difference. On this 
basis, the swing process of the bionic dolphin tail mechanism was simulated in Adams 
software and then Matlab software was used to fit the tail swing curve. 

3.1. Kinematic Analysis of Bionic Dolphin Tail Mechanism Driven by Servos 
For the bionic dolphin driven by multiple servos, its tail is driven by three servos to 

provide power for the whole bionic dolphin to swim forward. In a tail swing cycle, the 
battery energy is output by a steering gear, which is mainly converted into three parts. 
One part is converted into the kinetic energy of the surrounding water body. The second 
part is the circuit loss. The last part is converted into the kinetic energy of the bionic dol-
phin swimming [21]. 

The accelerating swimming process of the bionic dolphin is divided into i  tail swing 
cycles. In one tail swing cycle, the output power of the tail steering gear is converted into 
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kinetic energy of the robot dolphin, and the proportion is recorded as iK . At the end of 

each swing cycle, the bionic Dolphin will increase a velocity iV . 
According to the regular pattern of the dolphin’s tail swing, the kinematic equation 

of its tail swing angle can be obtained as follows. 

( )max sin tθ θ ω=  (3)

where θ  is the tail swing angle in radians and ω is the angular velocity in radians per 
second. 

The three servos of the bionic dolphin’s tail are connected in turn. The three swing 
angles 1 2 3, ,θ θ θ  are assumed to be the same. The angular velocity of the tail fin swing can 
be obtained with Equation (3). 

( )max cos tθ ωθ ω=


 (4)

It can be seen that in a swing cycle, the kinetic energy reaches the maximum when 
tω π=  or 2π . The maximum kinetic energy is defined as the characteristic kinetic en-

ergy, which is recorded as T . The characteristic kinetic energy of the three servos is cal-
culated respectively. 

2
2

11 1 1

2 2
2

1 22 2 2

2 2 2
2

1 2 33 3 3

1 1
2 2
1 1 ( )
2 2
1 1 ( )
2 2

T mv J

T mv J

T mv J

θ

θ θ

θ θ θ


= +




= + +



= + + +




 

  

 (5)

where m  is one servo mass in kilogram, 1v 、 2v 、and 3v  are the joint centroid velocity 

in meters per second, 1J 、 2J 、and 3J  are the moment of inertia of mass center in kil-

ogram times meter, and 1θ


、
2θ


、
and 3θ


 are the angular velocity in radians per sec-

ond. 
The calculation formula of centroid velocity is shown in Equation (6). 

1 1 1

2 2 1 2

3 3 1 2 3

( )

( )

v r

v r

v r

θ

θ θ

θ θ θ

 = ×


= × +

 = × + +




 

  

 (6)

The calculation formula of the moment of inertia is shown in Equation (7). 

2
1 1

2
2 2

2
3 3

1
12
1

12
1

12

J mr

J mr

J mr

 =

 =

 =

 (7)

In the formula, 
1

1
2

r L=
; 

2
3
2

r L=
; 

3
5
2

r L=
. 
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The calculation formula of the negative maximum angular velocity of the servos is 
shown in Equation (8). 

1 1max

2 2max

3 3max

θ ωθ

θ ωθ

θ ωθ

 = −


= −

 = −








 (8)

In the same way, the maximum angular velocity of the servos can be obtained when 
it swings in the positive direction. In a movement cycle, whether the tail fin moves down-
ward or upward, part of the energy generated by the tail rudder will be converted into 
forward power. 

( )2
1 2 3

1 2
2 i iMV K T T T= + +  (9)

In order to simplify the calculation process, let 1max 2max 3max maxθ θ θ θ= = = . Simulta-
neously, Equations (5)—(9) leads to Equation (10). 

2 2 2 2
max

1 131 11( )
2 2 12i iMV K L L mω θ = +  

 (10)

where M  is the bionic dolphin mass in kilograms, iV  is the increasing speed of the i  
cycle in meters per second, m  is the mass of the steering gear in kilograms,L  is the 
length of the steering gear in meters, f  is the oscillation frequency in Hertz( 2 fω π=
), and maxθ is the maximum swing angle in radians. 

When the tail of the bionic dolphin goes through i  swing cycles, the speed reaches 
the maximum, the kinetic energy does not increase, and it reaches a certain speed value. 

2 2 2 2
max

1 1

1 131 11
2 2 12

n n

i i
i i

M V K L L mω θ
= =

 = + 
 

   (11)

Equation (11) gives the energy conversion formula of i  swing cycles. Because one 
cycle and the variables that can be set as input are the energy conversion coefficients of 
the corresponding cycles, when the robot dolphin reaches the maximum speed, the energy 
conversion coefficient is zero, which is expanded from Equation (11) to Equation (12). 

( ) ( )
( ) ( )

( ) ( )

2 2
1 max 11 1

2 2
2 max 22 2

2 2
max

2

,0,..........0
0, ,..........0

. 0,................0 ..

. 0,................0 ..
0,...............

11(131 )
6

n n n n

t ty K
t ty K

y K t t

my L L

ω θ

ω θ

ω θ

                   =                     

= + ( )1 2...... ny y y
M










 + +

 (12)

According to Equation (12) and 2
i iy V= , Equations (13) and (14) can be deduced. 

1

n

i
i

K K
=

=  (13)
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( ) ( )2 2 2
max

11131
6i i

mV t t L L K
M

θ ω  = + 
 

 (14)

In Equation (14), V  represents the velocity that enters the steady state after a period 
of time given a swing amplitude and swing angular velocity, which is the general motion 
model of discrete kinematic. Equation (14) is a simplified model and K  is a total conver-
sion scale factor. 

3.2. Kinetic Energy Mapping Principle and Kinematic Nonlinear Characteristic Equation 
When the amplitude and frequency are given, the bionic dolphin reaches a fixed 

speed after i  tail swing cycles. When the bionic dolphin enters a stable swimming state, 
its characteristic kinetic energy and average kinetic energy are extracted. The ratio be-
tween them is the kinetic energy mapping coefficient, and the relationship between them 
is the kinetic energy mapping principle. The motion equation of the bionic dolphin tail is 
shown in Equation (15). 

( ) i, ( ) sin 2t
ih x t h f x ftπ=  (15)

where ( )if x  is the particle wave function, Th  is the maximum swing of caudal fin in 
radians, and f  is the swing angle frequency in Hertz. 

The particle wave function can be expressed by Equation (16). 
2( ) 0.1 1.3 2.2i i if x x x= − +  (16)

According to Equations (15) and (16), the basic kinetic energy mapping equation and 
the discrete kinematic nonlinear characteristic equation based on swing frequency control 
are obtained. As shown in Equations (17) and (18). 

21
2
MV PT=  (17)

( )i, (i, ) (i, ), i,TV j h A P j j j Nω= ∈  (18)

( ) ( ) ( )2 2 2
1 2 3 1 2 2 3

17 13 8( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
6 54 30 9 9

m m m m m m m mA f x f x f x f x f x f x f x
M ML M ML M ML ML ML

     = + + + + + − −     
     

    

                    (19) 
where M  represents the mass of the bionic dolphin in kilogram, V  represents the veloc-
ity that enters the steady state after a period of time in meters per second and corresponds 
to V  in Equation (14). P  is the kinetic energy mapping coefficient that depends on the 
hydrodynamic characteristics and the surrounding water environment, P  corresponds 
to K  in Equation (13). T  is the characteristic kinetic energy in joules. where (i, )V j  is 
the steady-state average velocity in i  samples of oscillation period with time j  in me-
ters per second, ( ),P i j  is the kinetic energy mapping coefficient in i  samples of oscil-

lation period with time j , ( ),P i j  corresponds to K  in the previous section, ( , )i jω  

is the input swing angular velocity in radians per second, and j  is the duration of oscil-
lation period in seconds. 

Equation (18) is mainly based on energy conversion and motion feature extraction. 
The kinetic energy mapping coefficient is measured and the swimming speed of the bionic 
dolphin is controlled by the input angular velocity signal. 

3.3. Simulation of Tail Swing Curve of Bionic Dolphin by Servos 
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The tail of this bionic dolphin is driven by three servos to provide power for the bi-
onic dolphin to swim forward. There are seven groups in this section, and their classifica-
tion is based on the number of driving servos and the phase difference, as shown in Table 
1. The servos from tail to head are numbered 1, 2, and 3. When the servo 2 or 3 is driven, 
servo 1 follows the tail swing even though it is not driven, so it is interpreted as follows. 

Table 1. Bionic robot dolphin servo drive scheme. 

Drive Servo Quantity/Piece Serial Number Description 
1 001 Servo 1 drive 

2 
010 Servo 2 drive; Servo 1 follow 

011 Servos 1, 2 have phase differ-
ence drive 

3 

100 Servo 3 drive; Servo 1, 2 fol-
low 

101 
Servos 1, 3 have phase differ-

ence drive; Servo 2 follow 

110 
Servos 2, 3 have phase differ-

ence drive; Servo 1 follow 

111 Servo 1, 2, 3 have phase dif-
ference drive 

These seven driving schemes were simulated in Adams software, as shown in Figure 
8. In order to make the simulation easier and more convenient, all parts that are not related 
to motion in the bionic dolphin model are removed. 

 
Figure 8. Adams simulation of the tail swing. 

According to the number of different driving servos and whether there is a phase 
difference between each adjacent servo, each situation was simulated in Adams software. 
The three active joints at the tail of the bionic dolphin were used as sampling points, and 
the collected data with group number 111 are shown in Table 2. In order to better compare 
the tail swing curves of the nine joint and three joint bionic dolphin, the nine joint data 
collection points were also set up. The data collection is shown in Table 3. 

Table 2. Simulation data of No. 111 three joint group. 

Cycle/T Servo 1 Displacement Servo 2 
Displacement 

Servo 3 
Displacement 

0.1 −23.33 −71.40 −111.36 
0.2 −22.69 −71.32 −115.98 
0.3 −20.71 −67.10 −113.69 
0.4 −17.30 −58.55 −104.40 
0.5 −12.45 −45.57 −87.96 
0.6 −6.71 −29.46 −65.92 
0.7 0.00 −9.77 −37.23 
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0.8 −9.77 −9.77 −9.77 
0.9 12.72 30.46 27.49 
1 17.50 47.03 57.40 

1.1 20.84 59.54 82.21 
1.2 22.69 67.36 99.76 
1.3 23.33 71.40 111.36 

Table 3. No. 111 group nine joint simulation data. 

Cycle/T Joint 1 Joint 2 Joint 3 Joint 4 Joint 5 Joint 6 Joint 7 Joint 8 Joint 9 
0.1 −2.92 −10.89 −23.33 −38.00 −54.18 −71.40 −87.03 −100.62 −111.36 
0.2 −2.76 −10.48 −22.69 −37.27 −53.59 −71.32 −87.89 −102.98 −115.98 
0.3 −2.41 −9.43 −20.71 −34.36 −49.89 −67.10 −83.63 −99.28 −113.69 
0.4 −1.85 −7.69 −17.30 −29.16 −42.91 −58.55 −74.05 −89.37 −104.40 
0.5 −1.11 −5.28 −12.45 −21.61 −32.60 −45.57 −59.03 −73.09 −87.96 
0.6 −0.29 −2.49 −6.71 −12.53 −20.00 −29.46 −40.04 −52.02 −65.92 
0.7 0.59 0.70 0.00 −1.75 −4.83 −9.77 −16.45 −25.33 −37.23 
0.8 −4.89 −8.01 −9.77 −10.37 −10.26 −9.77 −9.29 −9.16 −9.77 
0.9 2.04 6.50 12.72 19.25 25.41 30.46 33.03 32.44 27.49 
1 2.51 8.57 17.50 27.40 37.49 47.03 54.07 57.94 57.40 

1.1 2.79 9.97 20.84 33.24 46.37 59.54 70.41 78.35 82.21 
1.2 2.93 10.71 22.69 36.62 51.70 67.36 81.03 92.17 99.76 
1.3 2.92 10.89 23.33 38.00 54.18 71.40 87.03 100.62 111.36 

Adams simulation of the above seven driving schemes was carried out, and then the 
respective fish body wave curve was fitted by Matlab software, which can compare the 
fish body waves formed by different driving schemes with the real situation. 

When the number of driven servos is different and when there is a phase difference 
between adjacent servos, the fish body wave fitting curve formed by the swing of the bi-
onic dolphin’s tail is different. The difference in the number of joints in the tail of the bionic 
dolphin also affect the fish body wave curve formed. The driving mode with only one 
servo is shown in Figure 9. The driving mode with two servos is shown in Figure 10. And 
the driving mode with three servos is shown in Figure 11. 

According to Figures 9–11, when the number of driving servos is three and there is a 
phase difference between their swings, the resulting fish body wave curve is more in line 
with the dolphin S-shaped swimming curve.  
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Figure 9. The amplitude envelope of seven driving modes: 001—servo 1 drive. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 10. The amplitude envelope of seven driving modes: (a) 010—servo 2 drives the servo 1 to 
follow; (b) 011—servo 1, 2 has phase difference drive. 

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 11. The amplitude envelope of seven driving modes: (a) 100—only servo 3 drive; (b) 101— 
only servos 1, 3 have phase difference drive; (c) 110—only servo 2, 3 drive; (d) 111—servo 1, 2, 3 
have phase difference drive. 

When two flexible spines and six driven joints are added to the tail of the bionic dol-
phin, the tail swing curve of the bionic dolphin is more in line with the real fish body wave 
curve, as shown in Figure 12. Therefore, the nine joint flexible swinging tail of the bionic 
dolphin is more reasonable than the three joint bionic dolphin swinging tail. The ration-
ality of the designed bionic dolphin was verified, and the foundation was laid for the next 
experiment. 
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The tail swing curve in Figure 13 was obtained by fitting the curve in Figure 12 
through the Matlab software. The purpose of the fitting is to consider that the real dolphin 
is affected by the degree of body bending when swimming.  

 
Figure 12. Group 111 nine joint fitting curve. 

 
Figure 13. Fitted robot dolphin swimming envelope. 

It can be seen from Figures 9–13 that when the three servos at the tail of the bionic 
dolphin are driven and work with a uniform phase difference, the bionic dolphin has a 
better fish body wave curve, which can achieve a better S-type BCF propulsion effect and 
keep the entire bionic dolphin within the envelope of the fish body. 

4. Experimental Study 
The tail swing mechanism of the bionic dolphin is studied in this section. Firstly, the 

control model was constructed, and the simulation analysis of the parameters of control 
variables was completed. Then, the platform of the dolphin experiment prototype was 
built. Through the comparative experimental study of the body wave curve of the bionic 
dolphin fish, it was concluded that it can fit the body wave curve of fish well. Then the 
effects of tail swing phase difference, swing amplitude and swing frequency on dolphin 
speed were studied, and the relative relationship was obtained. Finally, the conclusion 
was drawn that when the bionic Dolphin ϕ  = 0.3π, f  = 4 Hz and iA  = 100 mm, the 
maximum swimming speed of the bionic dolphin is 0.75 m/s. 

4.1. CPG Control Analysis of Bionic Dolphins Based on Kane Dynamic Model 
In order to control the amplitude, the phase difference, and the frequency of the tail 

swing of the bionic dolphin, a CPG control model is used to control the three parameters 
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separately [22,23]. It is assumed that there are n  joints of bionic dolphin. From the head 
to the caudal fin of the robot dolphin, the joint is 0 to 1n − . A coordinate system is estab-
lished as E E E EO X Y Z− . 

The coordinate system ( 1,..., 1)i i i iO x y z i n− = −  is established in the tail joint, 

where iO  is located at the center of the tail joint. ix  is parallel to the axis of the steering 

gear and iy  is perpendicular to the plane of the steering gear. Then the right-hand rule 

is used to determine the direction of iz . The length and mass of the bionic dolphin tail 

actuator are il  and im , respectively. The center of gravity of the bionic dolphin tail joint 

is ( , , )g g g
i i i iG x y z , and the geometric center is c c c( , , )i i i iG x y z . The mass of the tail joint 

is assumed to be continuous and uniform, so the two points coincide. 
( )1,   , 1i i nθ = … −  is the angle between the i  joint and the 1i−  joint, 1i

iR
+


 is the ro-

tation matrix from the i  coordinate system i i i iO X YZ−  to the 1i+  coordinate system 

1 1 1 1i i i iO x y z+ + + +− . 

0 0 1 1
0 +1

0 0 1 1

 cos   sin   0  cos   sin   0
= -sin    cos   0 = -sin    cos   0

    0         0      1     0           0        1

i i
i

E i i iR R
θ θ θ θ

θ θ θ θ
+ +

+ +

   
   
   
      

 
；  (19)

The position vector 
iO
r  is the origin of the tail joint iO  to the origin of the world 

coordinate system EO , as shown in Equation (21). 

[ ]
[ ]( )

0

1

0
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    0   

+   0  0  ( 1 ,... ,  1)
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T
O E

i
O i O i
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r R r l i n
−− −

 =


= = −



 
，

 (20)

The position vector 
iC
r  of the center of mass of the tail joint is obtained, as shown in 

Equation (22). 

1
1   0  0   ( 1 ,... ,  1)
2i i

T

C O iR r l i n−
 = + = −  

   (21)

When the bionic dolphin swims in the water, each joint of the tail provides forward 
power for it by swinging. The angular velocity iω  and angular acceleration iα  of each 
joint at the tail are shown in Equation (23). 

0
 0  0   

 1 ,  ... ,  -1

  

Ti

i i

i
i

d
i n

d
dt

ω θ

ωα

  =     =
 =




（ ） (22)

The velocity 
iC
v  and acceleration 

iC
α  of the center of mass iC  of the dolphin tail 

joint are shown in Equation (24). 
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i
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dr
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ω
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When the bionic dolphin swims in the water, it is assumed that the buoyancy and 
gravity in the vertical direction are in balance. Then the generalized active force and iner-
tial force of the bionic dolphin are calculated. The swimming speed 

iR
v  and acceleration 

iR
a  of the bionic dolphin are shown in Equation (25). 

= -
-

i i i

i i i

R C F

R C F

v v v

a a a

 =

  

    (24)

At the same time, because the swimming of the bionic dolphin drives the surround-
ing fluid to move, it is necessary to calculate the additional mass effect, which is expressed 
by Equation (26). 

ˆ   0
ˆˆ   

i i i i

i i i
ii

A R i R i R
A A A

R ii i i iA

F a v v
I I I

vM

ω ω
ωα ω ω ω

∗

∗

  ×       
  = − + −       ×          

   
      (25)

where 
iA

F ∗


 is the inertial force due to added mass in Newton, 
iA

M ∗


 is the moment of 

inertia due to added mass in Newton meter, ˆ ˆ,
ii Rvω  is the skew symmetric matrix, 

iA
I


 

is the form of an additional mass matrix in the local coordinate system i i i iO x y z− . 
The resistance of the bionic dolphin swimming in water is divided into pressure re-

sistance and friction resistance. The calculation method with a large Reynolds number is 
shown in Equation (27). 

1 (1) (1)
2
1 (2) (2)
2

    0

i i i

i i i i

i i i

x D R Ri x

y F R R y

T

D x y

f C v v S

f C v v S

F f f

ρ

ρ

 = −

 = −

  =  



 (26)

where ρ  is the density in kilogram per cubic meter, 
iR
v  is the relative velocity of the 

joint i  in meters per second, D FC C、  are the drag coefficients in Y and X directions, 

,
i ix yS S  are the effective area of x-axis and y-axis in square meters. 

The resistance moment of bionic dolphin in water is shown in Equation (28). 

1   0  0
2i i

T

D i DT l F = ×  

 
 (27)

When the bionic dolphin swims in the water, the caudal fin is affected by the reaction 
force of the water. The force diagram is shown in Figure 14. 

 
Figure 14. Caudal fin stress diagram. 
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Because the velocity of the liquid flowing through the upper and lower surface of the 
caudal fin is different, an upward lift is generated. The expressions of lift and drag are 
shown in Equation (29). 

1

1

2

2

1
2
1
2

n

n

L R

D R

L C Av

D C Av

ρ

ρ

−

−

 =

 =


 (28)

The angle between the axis of the caudal fin and the direction of the flow velocity is 
α . The equation of lift L  and resistance D  in the local coordinate system 

1 1 1 1n n n nO X Y Z− − − −−  of the tail joint is shown in Equation (30). 

cos   -sin   0
sin    cos   0
  0         0      1 00

n

D

D L

F D
F F L

α α
α α

     
     = =     
         


 (29)

The moment of the caudal fin is calculated as shown in Equation (31). 

[ ]n 1   0  0
n n

T
D DT l Fβ −= ×
 

 (30)

When the tail joint of the bionic dolphin swings, the torque provided by the i  joint 
is iτ , which is expressed in the local coordinate system i i i iO x y z− . iτ′  is the size in the 

local coordinate system 1 1 1 1n n n nO X Y Z− − − −− . 

[ ]-10  0  
i

T
M i iT τ τ′= − +  (31)

Through the above analysis and derivation, the force iF  and moment iM  of the 
bionic dolphin tail joint are calculated, as shown in Equation (33). 

i

i i

i D

i D M

F F

M T T

 =


= +

 

    (32)

The Kane method is needed to calculate the deflection velocity 
/ ( 0,..., 2)i rvC q r n∂ ∂ = +  and angular velocity / ( 0,..., 2)i rq r nω∂ ∂ = +  when the 

generalized inertial force of the system is calculated, as shown in Equation (34). 

in n in
i=0

= ,  ( 0 ,  ... ,  2)i
n

C i
r i i i

r r

v
K F M r n

q q
ω∂ ∂+ = + ∂ ∂ 


  

 
 (33)

where inrK


 is the generalized inertial force of the system in Newton, ini i iF m ac= −


 is 

the joint forces in Newton, and ini i i i i iM I Iα ω ω= − − ×


 is the action moment of joint in 
Newton meters. 

The generalized inertial force generated by the additional mass effect is shown in 
Equation (35). 

i=0
= , ( 0 ,  ... ,  2)i

n
C i

Ar Ai Ai
r r

v
K F M r n

q q
ω∂ ∂+ = + ∂ ∂ 

  
 (34)

When the Kane method is used to calculate the generalized active force, it is neces-
sary to sum the scalar product of the active force on each particle and the partial velocity 
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of the particle. The formula for calculating the generalized active force on the bionic dol-
phin is shown in Equation (36). 

in
i=0

= , ( 0 ,  ... ,  2)i
n

C i
r i i

r r

v
Q F M r n

q q
ω∂ ∂+ = + ∂ ∂ 


  

 
 (35)

The Kane equation of the system is established, as shown in Equation (37). 

0,  0 ,  ... ,  2)inr Ar rK K Q r n+ + = = +
 

(  (36)

The Kane dynamic model is used to verify the relevant parameters in the CPG control 
model. The solution of Equation (37) can obtain the relevant parameters such as the am-
plitude, frequency, and phase difference of the tail swing of the bionic dolphin. Then the 
signal is input into the system in the CPG control model. To determine the amplitude of 
the bionic dolphin swing. The relevant simulation parameters are shown in Table 4. 

Table 4. Simulation parameters of the bionic dolphin. 

Parameter ( )im kg  ( )il m  ( )2
yS m

 ( )2
xS m  

head 0.8 0.172 0.018258 0.036296 
Joint 1 0.6 0.074 0.006576 0.011864 
Joint 2 0.5 0.074 0.002515 0.006076 
Joint 3 0.4 0.074 0.00387 0.0061 

Caudal fin 0.1 0.128 0.000372 0.00692 

The driving frequency of CPG is 2 Hz and the phase difference between joints is 
0.3π . The swing amplitude of each joint was 0.26 rad, 0.26 rad and 0.12 rad respectively. 
The driving signals of the three joints of the bionic dolphin and the swimming speed of 
the bionic dolphin in the water are calculated in Matlab software, as shown in Figure 15. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 15. Kane dynamic simulation curve of the bionic dolphin: (a) CPG control signal of the bionic 
dolphin; (b) swimming speed of the bionic dolphin. 

It can be seen from Figure 15 that the swimming speed of the bionic dolphin reaches 
a maximum of 0.32 m/s after 2 s acceleration in the water. When the bionic dolphin’s tail 
swing frequency and phase difference are set in the simulation, the speed change diagram 
of the bionic dolphin swimming in the water is obtained, as shown in Figure 16. 

According to Figure 16, the swimming speed of the bionic dolphin increases with the 
increase of the tail swing frequency. When the frequency is kept constant, the phase dif-
ference of the joint swing increases gradually, and the speed of the joint will increase first 
and then decrease gradually. When φ = 0.3π, the speed reaches the maximum. 
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Figure 16. Swimming speed of the bionic dolphin under different frequencies and phase differ-
ences. 

4.2. Curve Fitting Experiment of Bionic Dolphin Tail Based on Steering Gear Drive 
The above simulation analysis of the fish body wave of the bionic dolphin has been 

carried out, and it is concluded that when there is a phase difference in a steering gear 
driven, the fitting curve of the tail of the bionic dolphin is more in line with the real dol-
phin fish body wave curve. In order to verify the rationality of the designed bionic dolphin 
prototype, the test obtained the fish body wave fitted when there are different numbers 
of driving servos and phase differences between the servos. 

The model of tail drive steering gear used in the bionic dolphin experimental proto-
type is LDX-218 and the torque is 32 kg · cm. It is powered by an adjustable DC voltage 
stabilized power supply or 2200 mA · h lithium battery, and controlled by STM32F405 
system development board.  

In the experiment, the body part of the dolphin prototype was fixed on the test bench, 
and the head and tail were suspended. Small infrared lamp beads were pasted on the 
head, body, tail swing joint and tail fin of dolphin prototype as infrared marking points. 
The infrared camera was placed on its side to capture the motion state of the dolphin 
prototype, as shown in Figure 17. 

 
Figure 17. Pasting small infrared lamp beads on the bionic dolphin experiment prototype. 1—head 
marking point. 2, 3—body marking point. 4, 5, 6—first joint marking point. 7, 8, 9—second joint 
marking point. 10, 11, 12—third joint marking point. 13—caudal fin marking point. 

During the experiment, the tail of the dolphin was controlled to swing, and the cam-
era was used to record the tail posture of the dolphin at different times of swing, and the 
tail swing fitting curve of the dolphin prototype was compared, as shown in Figure 18. 
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 18. Dolphin prototype swing diagram: (a) 0.1 T dolphin swing; (b) 0.2 T dolphin swing; (c) 
0.4 T dolphin swing; (d) 0.8 T dolphin swing. 

The data were collected by capturing 13 infrared small lamp beads on the dolphin 
like fuselage. These data were processed in Matlab software and fitted by fish body wave 
curve. The captured infrared beads are shown in Figure 19. 

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 19. The infrared camera captures the swing curve of the small lamp bead prototype: (a) 0.1T 
prototype swing curve; (b) 0.2T prototype swing curve; (c) 0. 4T prototype swing curve; (d) 0. 8T 
prototype swing curve. 

Meanwhile, in order to better measure the motion curve of the tail swing of the dol-
phin, a high-precision gyro accelerometer MPU6050 was attached to the three active joints 
of the tail. The gyroscope transmitted the swing angle, angular acceleration and angular 
velocity to the upper computer software, and then the real-time position of the tail was 
calculated based on the joint length and the returned offset angle value. Finally, the swing 
posture of the bionic dolphin prototype was collected by the LabVIEW video acquisition 
module. 

A coordinate system was established for the bionic dolphin prototype, as shown in 
Figure 20. The abscissa is the center line of the prototype, the leftmost end of the dolphin’s 
head is the ordinate, and the leftmost end of the dolphin’s mouth is the coordinate origin. 

 
Figure 20. Establishment of the coordinate system of the dolphin experiment prototype. 
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According to the proportional relationship between the two points, the scale function 
is used to calculate the abscissa and ordinate of each small infrared lamp bead. Because 
the body and head are not involved in the swing, the ordinate value of the first three 
points is 0, and the data of other points are shown in Table 5. 

Table 5. Dolphin prototype swing coordinate parameters. 

Coordinate
Cycle 

525 550 575 600 625 650 675 700 725 815 

0.1 T 0.2 1.6 4.4 7.0 10.6 17 22 32 42 80 
0.2 T 0 1.0 2.8 4.8 8 12 16.2 21 27 60 
0.4 T 0 −0.9 −2.9 −5 −8.3 −12 −16 −22 −28 −59 
0.8 T −0.2 −1.8 −5 −7.2 −11.8 −17.4 −23.8 −32.2 −42.4 −79 

The data in Table 5 and the data collected by the sensor were summarized and calcu-
lated to obtain the coordinate value of the fish body wave curve of the dolphin experi-
mental prototype. The fish body wave waveform of the dolphin experimental prototype 
is obtained with Matlab software, as shown in Figure 21. 

It can be seen from Figures 19 and 21 that the swing trend of the joint center line at 
each characteristic time is consistent with the corresponding point on the simulation curve 
by controlling different swing phase differences of the bionic dolphin prototype, which 
can better simulate the swing posture of the dolphin. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 
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Figure 21. Matlab software fitting the swing curve of the prototype: (a) 0.1T prototype swing fit-
ting curve; (b) 0.2T prototype swing fitting curve; (c) 0.4T prototype swing fitting curve; (d) 0.8T 
prototype swing fitting curve. 

4.3. Underwater Tail Swing Experiment Based on Steering Gear Drive 
In this section, an underwater cruise experiment was carried out on the bionic dol-

phin experimental prototype. The influence of tail swing frequency, tail swing amplitude 
and tail joint swing on the speed of the bionic dolphin experimental prototype were stud-
ied by the method of controlling variables. 

Because this experiment was carried out in water, water tightness is very important. 
A natural 0.5 mm elastic rubber skin was used to wrap the experiment prototype, and use 
waterproof glue for bonding. In the water tightness experiment, it was found that the wa-
ter tightness of the bionic dolphin experimental prototype in the water was good, as 
shown in Figure 22. 

 
Figure 22. Experimental diagram of water tightness of dolphins. 

The control parameter is f  = 1 Hz,ϕ  = 0.2π. The swimming posture of the bionic 
dolphin was captured by the camera in real time, and then its swing posture at different 
times was extracted to obtain the swimming sequence image as shown in Figure 23. 

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 23. Motion sequence diagram of bionic dolphin underwater: (a) 0.1 T; (b) 0.3 T; (c) 0.6 T; (d) 
0.9 T. 

Through controlling the swing, the amplitude iA  of the tail of bionic dolphins is 60 
mm, 80 mm, and 100 mm, the experiment is carried out with different phase differences 
and different frequencies. The swimming speed of the obtained experimental prototype 
was plotted as a curve, as shown in Figure 24. 
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(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 24. Swimming speed of experimental prototype of dolphin with different swing amplitude: 
(a) iA  = 60 mm; (b) iA  = 80 mm; (c) iA  = 100 mm. 

It can be seen from Figure 24 that when the swing phase difference ϕ  and the swing 
amplitude iA  of the experimental prototype are constant, the swimming speed increases 
with the increase of the swing frequency f  of the experimental prototype. When the 
experimental prototype swing frequency f  and swing amplitude iA  are constant, the 
swimming speed of the experimental prototype first increases and then decreases with 
the increase of the phase difference ϕ . When f  = 4 Hz and ϕ  = 0.3π, the maximum 
swimming speed is 0.75 m/s. This is because the experimental prototype is driven by a 
steering gear, which is limited by the steering gear swing frequency. When the swing fre-
quency continues to increase, the tail swing amplitude cannot swing according to the pre-
determined amplitude. 

5. Conclusions 
This article mainly studied a mechanism of the tail swing of a bionic dolphin with a 

steering gear drive and two flexible spines. The total weight of the bionic dolphin experi-
mental prototype is 2.4 kg and the total length is 815 mm. In order to solve the problem of 
excessive stiffness of tail swing mechanism caused by the steering gear, two flexible spines 
were used in series at the tail of the bionic dolphin. Meanwhile, the number of swinging 
joints of the bionic dolphin tail was increased from three to nine. The rigid joints were 
changed into flexible joints. Through controlling the different swing frequency, swing am-
plitude and phase difference of the three driving servos of tail, the different swing posture 
of the bionic dolphin experimental prototype was realized. The nine joint flexible tail 
swing mechanism driven by a steering gear had a better tail swing curve than the original 
three joint rigid tail swing mechanism through analyzing the tail swing curve of the bionic 
dolphin, which could well simulate the tail swing curve of the real dolphin. When f  = 
4 Hz and ϕ  = 0.3π, the swimming speed of the bionic dolphin test prototype reaches a 
maximum of 0.75 m/s.  
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On the basis of ensuring accuracy, the rationality of the flexible swing mechanism of 
bionic dolphins is verified by experiment, and the problem of excessive rigidity of the tail 
swing mechanism caused by the steering gear driving is successfully solved. It provides 
an experimental basis for the further development of a bionic underwater vehicle. 
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